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Came to contemporary art from puppetry. From 2013 to 2015 DKaipova worked as the Art Director 
and Master of hand puppets at the State Institute of Arts in Uzbekistan. It is not surprising that 
puppets of all sorts are a prominent feature in her art works   

D Kaipova’s favorite art medium is soft pastels. Dilara’s subjects come straight from her imagination, 
and her subject matter can be simultaneously hilarious and terrifying. Dilyara is well known for her 
cartoon-like drawings.    

Her imagery of invented characters who look like ‘freaks’ or little monsters is artist’s chosen motifs to 
comment on the hopeless and ridiculous aspects of human existence, to  raise deeper, psychological 
questions about the notion of childhood. 

D Kaipova used her residency time to integrate her visual vocabulary with elements of traditional 
female clothing worn within the domestic space into her drawings. These glimpses into domestic 
space through the specific items of clothing will draw attention to the often overlooked domestic life 
and help to bring her characters closer to local audiences. 

For this exhibition, Dilyara Kaipova couples new drawings with three site-specific installations that 
explore a relationship with a topography of its locale, whether indoors or out.  

Dilyara’s  first installation called  “Little  Drops of Water ” represents water drops and is painted on 
the pavement. Each drop and droplet is filled inside with traditional Uzbek ikat design that has come 
to be known as the national fabric of Uzbekistan. 

Little drops of water installation welcomes every visitor and reminds us about how precious the water 
is in the desert.  

Her second work “Little grains of sand “is an ephemeral installation that brings the outside to the 
inside.  The main element of the installation is sand. 50 kg of sand from Liwa desert are turned into 
shapes and forms and exhibited next to her new drawings created during the residency.  

The third installation is a light and shadow sculpture. D Kaipova sculpts using light and shadow - she 
constructs objects and places them in relation to a single light source. The complete artwork is a 
beautiful balance of of both the material (the solid objects) and the immaterial (the light or shadow). 


